
Self Discovery Guide

Unleash Your Personality
Discover personalized career paths unique to your 
personality and preferences.

Account Information
My Username

My Password

Select “Me” or “Not Me” as image relates or appeals 
to you and your work life.

Record your personality results below.

Examine your personality by reading your personality 
information, including blend, types, traits, and more. 

Use your personality data to explore possible career 
paths, including majors and available jobs. 

Directions
1.

2.

3.

4.

Your Career Personality Results
Traitify delivers personality scores on seven different personality types. Record your results in the spaces 
provided, and then review the different characteristics associated with each type, highlighting or circling any 
that reflect who you think you are, or maybe even the ones that don’t sound like you.

Action-Taker
    Goal oriented
    Uses manual/physical skills
    Hands-on work
    Practical and applied
    “Get the job done” mentality

Analyzer
    Inquisitive-keen eye for experimental nature
    Looks deeply at information
    Enjoys solving problems
    Excels at uncovering new information
    Scientific mindset

Inventor
    Creative and contemporary
    Uses art to communicate
    Eclectic, expressive, introspective
    Gets “lost in their work”
    Enjoys creative projects

Mentor
    Caring and people oriented
    Skilled at communication
    Enjoys improving other’s lives
    Enjoys working in a team setting
    Patient and compassionate

Naturalist
    Drawn to natural environments
    Works with plants and animals
    Enjoys the outdoors
    Orderly, functional, efficient
    Excels when working in nature

Planner
    Enjoys working in a system
    Uses details, data, and numbers
    Loves procedure and routine
    Methodical, precise, detailed
    Thrives in an office setting or in  completing  
    work in an organized manner

Visionary
    Charges ahead
    Takes on leadership roles
    Ambitious, energetic, innovative
    Loves to take risks and set trends 
    Skilled at gaining confidence from others
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Your Career Personality Blend

My Blend is:                                                                              &

Which characteristics of your personality blend 
sound like you? List them here.

Which characteristics of your personality blend 
DO NOT sound like you? List them here.

Read your Best Work Environments. Rank them in the order most important to you.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Explore Career Paths

Careers from my results I’m 
interested in:

Careers from my results that 
don’t interest me:

What makes a good fit or a poor 
fit for you?

Next Steps
Discover More:
Continue to explore the recommended careers, and 
begin considering options you hadn’t previously that 
have a strong match to your personality. Remember 
to consult your results for additional insight into the 
intricacies of your personality!

Share Your Results:
Whether you share your results on social media, or 
directly with your career guidance counselor, it’s 
important to keep the discussion going to help you 
move towards your career goal. If you’re able, set up 
an appointment with your counselor now!
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